LOOK GREAT AND FEEL CONFIDENT WITH

BioTemps®

Before BioTemps® in place

• Preview your final restoration

• Maintain your appearance and comfort during the healing and treatment process

• Never stop looking your best by asking your dentist for BioTemps®

Actual BioTemps cases shown.
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BioTemps Provisionals are temporary crowns and bridges that immediately enhance your smile while you wait for final treatment. These beautiful interim restorations mimic the appearance of natural teeth, letting you leave your dentist’s office with a confident smile after just one appointment. What’s more, BioTemps Provisionals can improve the healing process of your gum tissue, setting you up for a better final result.

With BioTemps, you can “test drive” your new smile before your dentist gives you a permanent solution. These provisionals let you preview the shape and colorization of your crown or bridge before it becomes cost prohibitive to make changes.

Maintain your active lifestyle between dental appointments by asking your dentist for BioTemps® Provisionals. These temporaries won’t stop you from engaging in your favorite everyday activities.